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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 23.

The Unleavened Truth!

1Co 5:6-9.  “[About the condition of your church] – we are the ecclesia or church, also the temple -  your
boasting is not good [indeed, it is most unseemly and entirely out of place]. Do you not know that [just]  a
little leaven  – sin or lowered consciousness or false understanding - will  ferment the whole lump [of
dough]?  Purge (clean out) – come out of, do away with - the old leaven – Outer Court & Holy Place way
of thinking - that you may be fresh (new) dough, - Third Realm or Tabernacles - still uncontaminated,
for Christ, our Passover [Lamb], has been sacrificed.  Therefore, let us keep the feast, - of Tabernacles -
not  with  old  leaven, -  Pentecost  was  eaten  with  leaven  - nor  with  leaven  of  vice  and malice  and
wickedness, but  with  the  unleavened  [bread]  of  purity  (nobility,  honour)  and sincerity  and
[unadulterated]  truth. [Exod.  12:19; 13:7;  Deut.  16:3.]   I  wrote  you  in  my  [previous]  letter  not  to
associate [closely and habitually] with unchaste (impure) people  - or listening to & believing those that
are still in the in-part way of thinking.-  That you may be fresh new uncontaminated dough. To be in this
position we must first  purge clean out do away with the  old leaven & keep the Tabernacle feast,  of
sincerity & unadulterated truth.

    This  article  is  written in  love to  those who are now in & who are aspiring to  the experience of
Tabernacles. As we have said at times before there are three realms in God, there are also three depths to
God's Word. To the enlightened it is everywhere.

God's Requirement For Illumination!

John. 7:16-17.  ''Jesus answered them by saying, My teaching is not My own, but His Who sent Me. 
 If any man desires to do His will (God's pleasure), he will know (have the needed illumination to
recognise, and can tell for himself) whether the teaching is from God or whether I am speaking from
Myself  and of  My own accord and on My own authority.'' All  references  from the  Amplified unless
otherwise stated.  The KJV states that 'If any man will to do His will'  The requirement that the scriptures
give us for knowing further truth is first of all to obey that which we already know to be right. If we have
a spirit of haphazardness or of she'll be right mate, or anything goes, then according to this scripture this is
not what God is looking for.  ''He that hungers & thirsts after righteousness – right doing –  shall be
filled.''

To act on the light one has is almost the only way to more light. - C. S. Lewis 

      “This is a process people! The OLDER NATURE in MAN has been ruling since CAVE MAN DAYS! The
YOUNGER brother/ CHRIST NATURE (WHICH MEANS THE NAME OF CHRIST) —BTW, this is how we
are  saved  when  we  CONFESS  (ADMIT/EXHIBIT)  THE  NATURE  OF  CHRIST…  The  word  “Name”
translated into NATURE. But I digress, the CHRIST NATURE was put to death by the CARNAL NATURE,
as Cain killed Abel, So our CARNAL EGO (who we think we are) puts to death (makes ignorant) who we
really are (God’s child) after being born and believing all the brainwashing and nonsense that FORMED
US (dust = lies) which by the way is what the  SERPENT EATS, 'DUST,' to eat (assimilate). But little by
little that YOUNGER (newer) NATURE (CHRIST) takes control. And soon overthrows all the nonsense lies
we have believed with the BRIGHTNESS OF HIS COMING (revealing).”  'Jacob Israel.'

        ''The tragedy is that our attention centres on what people ARE NOT, rather than on WHAT
THEY MIGHT BECOME.''    Fran Dyer.
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      This what I am now going to quote is I believe a major key in our walk with God. 'To fall in love with
God is the greatest of all romances, to seek Him is the greatest adventure, and to find Him is the
greatest human achievement.' ~ St. Augustine ~

     
 From Glory to Glory!

2Co 3:14-18.  ''In fact, their minds were grown hard and calloused [they had become dull and had lost the
power of understanding]; for until this present day, when the Old Testament (the old covenant) – legalism
or law -  is being read, that same veil still lies [on their hearts], not being lifted [to reveal] that in Christ
it is made void and done away.  Yes, down to this [very] day whenever Moses – law - is read, a veil lies
upon their minds and hearts.  But whenever a person turns  [in – in full -  repentance] – a further &
different repentance to each realm - to the Lord, the veil is stripped off and taken away.   Now the Lord is
the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty (emancipation from bondage, freedom).  [Isa.
61:1, 2.]    And all of us, as with unveiled face, [because we] continued to behold [in the Word of God]  as
in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are constantly being transfigured into His very own image in ever
increasing splendour and from one degree of glory to another; [for this comes] from the Lord [Who is]
the Spirit.''  And are being transfigured from one degree of Glory to another.

      Rom 8:18-19.  ''[But what of that?] For I consider that the sufferings of this present time (this present
life) are not worth being compared with the GLORY  that is about to be revealed to us and in us and for
us and conferred on us!   For [even the whole] creation (all nature) waits expectantly and longs earnestly
for God's sons to be made known [waits for the revealing, the disclosing of their son-ship].'' This will be
a full transfiguration of the Third Glory, namely 'Tabernacles'.

      Rejoice with me as we now share in this wonderful reading from Isaiah. 60: 1-3.  ''ARISE [from the
depression and prostration in which circumstances have kept you--rise to a new life]! Shine (be radiant
with the glory of the Lord), for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you!  For
behold, darkness shall cover the earth,  and dense darkness [all] peoples, but the Lord shall arise upon
you [O Jerusalem], and His glory shall be seen on you.   And nations shall come to your light, and kings
to the brightness of your rising.''  Mal. 4:2; Rev. 21:2, 3.Isa. 2:2, 3; 

Creation!

The whole reason that man came into a conscious separate living soul existence is that God wished to
procreate beings of His very own self. He did not create our spirit as some may like to suggest, but He
shared his very own being – Spirit - God is only one spirit & as He is a being of light so are we. Jesus not
only said the we were the light of the world He also mentioned that we were the children of light. God is
light & we as His children are also light, we are referring to our higher or true Christ selves. We are a
perfect gift & we come from the FATHER OF LIGHTS. Hear the beautiful word of God. ''Every good gift
and every perfect  gift is  from above,  and comes  down from  the  Father  of  lights, with  whom is no
variableness, neither shadow of turning.'' Jas 1:17. KJV. We will only realise how perfect we are if we
denounce our mistaken or lowered identity by believing our true or higher Christ identity in whom there is
no variableness or lack of perfection, this is what will eventually overrule & cancel out the lie of the so
called reality of the one who had a beginning & also has an ending, The Antichrist, The Man of sin, The
lawless one etc. The one who many think is our reality. Please allow me to quote again that which we have
written at previous times.

'It  takes  a profound sovereign work of  the  spirit,  to  come into the realisation within ones  own
conscious awareness, that the person I am is Christ, & the person I thought I was is the Antichrist.'
'Michael Wood.' 

Albert Einstein stated that  'Reality is an illusion, Albeit a persistent one.' 
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''What is man that you art mindful of him, or the son of man that you visit him?'' This was the earnest
question  of  David  the  Psalmist,  & the  8th  Psalm is  given wholly to  the  contemplation  of  man—the
crowning work of manifest creation. Man is part of the eternal whole. There never was a time when he was
not; a time will never come when he will not exist. Why? Jesus said   'You are gods' or 'theos' which was a
translation of the word 'elohiym' Ps 82:6, which is both plural & singular. Please allow me to quote from
the direct translation of the Greek. James.1:18. ''Having willed He begat us by a word of truth, in order
that to be us, first fruit a kind of the Himself creatures.'' In the original the word translated kind was not
meaning 'maybe something like' but it is really meaning the Himself kind of creature. God is actually re be-
getting us, in other words to re-remember our first  begotten Eden experience. The first fruit  is the same
word & meaning found in I Cor.15: 23, Where Paul mentions Christ the first-fruits; afterward they that
are Christ's at his coming. To put it in nutshell James.1:18, could be read thus. ''Having willed He begat
us by a word of truth, in order that to BE US, the first fruit or the christed, of the Himself kind of
creatures.''  Remembering also that the word Christ incorporates largely the meaning of anointed. So the
whole reason for our going through the experience of night & day, good & evil, lower & higher, or our
Christ identity & our mistaken or lower identity, is that God is wanting us to understand, through our
experience,  as He understands the reason for the dark & light.  'Night  & day are both alike to  Him.'
Incidentally the word first-fruits also means beginnings, so this is related also to our Eden-ic beginnings.
      

      Rev 1:3 ''Blessed (happy, to be envied) is the man who reads aloud [in the assemblies] the word of this
prophecy;''   G314  anaginōskō an-ag-in-oce'-ko  From G303 and G1097;  to  know again, that  is,  (by
extension) to read: - read.

      Whilst we are on this point I would like to quote from the life of John G Lake once again, in my
opinion he was one of the greatest if not the greatest of the Pentecostal Preachers, teachers & healers of his
time. He was so far advanced by what he taught that he was past the usual Second Realm/Pentecostal
understanding & partly into the Third Realm/Tabernacles experience. Quote:-  “Christianity is not a thing
to be apologised for. Christianity is the living conscious life & power of the living God, transmitted into
the nature of man until, bless God, man's nature is transformed by the living touch, & the very spirit, soul
& being is energised & filled by  His life. Thus you become a veritable Christ.
      That startles some people. But the ultimate of the Gospel of Jesus Christ & the ultimate of the
redemption of the Son of God is to reproduce & make every man—bound by sin & held by sensuousness &
enslaved by the flesh—like Himself in 'deed & truth', sons of God. Not sons of God on a lower order, but
sons of God as Jesus is..... Paul declares. “Till we all come...into the measure of the stature of the fullness
of  Christ.”-: Unquote. In other words we that are in this  valley of death experience  would by our true
identity by faith press through the barrier & become OVERCOMERS not by any work of the flesh but by
simply leaning on & believing, not striving. When Paul mentioned the crucifying of the flesh, he did not
mean that  we were  to  do  it  by the  flesh  by some great  Goliath-ic  fleshly procedure  that  we would
overcome. Overcoming is simply a relying on & believing & allowing the Christ in us to do the work in
us.

A Third Realm Understanding!

As we have shared before, there are Three realms in God, Three understandings, Three depths, Three
Glories. Spirit, Soul, Flesh, & the scripture caters for each realm. Paul makes mention of three glories in
1Co 15:41  ''There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars:
for one star differs from another star in glory.'' All of the texts under this last heading are from the KJV.
Three is every where in scripture. I wish to now bring the Third Realm interpretation of the following
verses. For many years we have interpreted these verses to suit either the Outer Court understanding, or
the Holy Place understanding & if you still wish to keep the old way of seeing things that is quite OK but
we are writing to those who wish to enlarge their thinking & to progress into a deeper Tabernacle walk. In
looking at these verses in Eph 4:9-16. we must remember that Paul wrote Romans as well as Ephesians &
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they must all must fit in together in the Third Realm understanding. Now with Rom 8:19. ''For the earnest
expectation of the creature waits for the  manifestation of the sons of God.” & also verse 23 “And not
only they, but ourselves also, which have the first-fruits  of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within
ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body.''- or the Man-child putting on
incorruptibility - plus John under the inspiration of the spirit in wrote in Rev12: 5.''And she brought forth
a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto God, and
to his throne.'' Which is incorruptibility . Now for those of us who are seeing & walking in the third realm
& we still want the Holy Place or Pentecostal interpretation of Eph 4: 9-16, it simply is not going to fit, in
God's economy as there are no square pegs in round holes in His end time scriptural revelations.

      Eph 4:9-16.  ''(Now that he ascended, what is it but that he also descended first into the lower parts
of the earth?  10  He that descended is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens, that he
might fill all things.) 11 And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and
some, pastors and teachers; 12  For the perfecting of the saints,'' - we must keep these few words in
mind, as not all are saints. Saints are those separated set apart, for the Man-child, & not all are interested
at the moment in going any further than the Second Realm - for the work of the ministry, for the edifying
of the body of Christ: 13  Till  we all come – that is the saints -  in the unity of the faith, and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ: - these last underlined words are referring only to the forming Man-child - 14  That we henceforth
be no more children, - those that are not yet saints, or set apart ones growing up into the Head - tossed to
and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness,
whereby they lie in wait to deceive; - & would try & undermine the truth of The Third Realm - 15  But
speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, - once again the saints - which is the
head, even Christ: 16   From whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which
every joint supplies, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, makes increase of the
body unto the edifying of itself in love.'' 

     Eph 3:19 Amp. ''[That you may really come] to know [practically, through experience for yourselves]
the love of Christ,  which far surpasses mere knowledge [without experience]; that you may be filled
[through all your being]  unto all the fullness of God – the sons of God or Man-child - [may have the
richest  measure  of  the  divine  Presence,  and  become  a  body wholly  filled  and  flooded  with  God
Himself]!''  Moffatt tells us that we are to be filled with the 'entire fullness'. I believe that the moment
that any of us come into the full realisation the 'entire fullness' we will then experience incorruptibility.
We may differ & disagree, but please do some serious consideration on what we are saying. And so our
aim is in realising.  ''And to know the love of Christ, which passes knowledge, that ye might be filled
with all the fullness of God.''  Eph 3:19. KJV.

The Forming of the Saviours on Mt Zion!
      
We must keep in mind that the revelation that Paul had, was that God's plan was to bring His people
through a dark time of trouble & then bring them out, the proof of this is found in Hosea 5:15. 6:1-2. Then
He after two days would revive them & then on the third day He would raise them up to live in His sight
or  know him  face to face.  Keeping in  mind that  'A day with the Lord is  as a thousand years & a
thousand years is as one day.' God's complete plan is not only for all of those who profess an experience
with Him, but it is for all of humanity as all are the offspring of God. Acts.17: 27-29. To do this His plan
was that He would raise up an elect group that only He has chosen Rom.8:29-30, called the manifested
sons of God, the man-child, the Melchizedek Priesthood. As our great God used only 300 out of over
32,000 with Gideon, Joshua & Caleb as opposed to the10 leaders of Israel plus & etc. So God in His
Divine wisdom is showing us that it is not going to be in great numbers or that His power is in the Arm of
flesh. Now because of all of this I believe that in His wisdom God has provided in his inspired Word, as
well as the Holy Place Pentecostal message, he has also inserted as it were the Third Realm-Tabernacle
message for us today, for those who would hunger & search for it. This is the rebuilding of the Tabernacle
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or Tent of David - ourselves – The Temple is not finished until the end of the Third Day. At this point I
would like also to add that some are subtly & dangerously discounting the inspired Texts that we have
been given. Now in the right perspective the Bible is a book made up of ink on paper & is not to be
worshipped. Within us we have the living Word of God, 'And the Word was God Himself' & as Paul tells
us that 'It is Christ - the Word - that dwells in me' Now when we read the written Word it is the Living
Word Christ within me that is giving me the true understanding. In my humble opinion, as in the past
having out of a purposeful curiosity, I have associated with a number of different types of believers, each
time that the danger lines would come, the alarm of not only what the Word would say about such & such,
but a warning in the Spirit would also be my guide. If any of us step outside of the guidelines we have
been given, listen carefully WE-ARE-ON-DANGEROUS-GROUND, I am referring to our Son-ship. Please
do not tell me that I am being negative or of using scare tactics or that I am ministering out of fear. The
illustration of Jonathan Saul's son should suffice. He had every opportunity to be part of  David's team but
he was overtaken by a wind of doctrine as it were & he lost that which should have been his. His main
fault was that he insisted on doing not what God intended, thinking he was playing it safe. Why do we
think that God has allowed this to be in His word? For fun? All of these things are for our admonition. To
take the attitude of sheel be right mate!! It will happen anyway. NO!! we have a part to play in all of this,
we are being processed, disciplined & we all also must go through very deep waters & many times are
misunderstood, each & every one of us. Why? He wants us to return love even if we are right & the rest of
the  world think  we are  wrong.  Some seem to  think  that  the moment that  we disagree we are  being
negative. The wishy-washy-ness of the word love as used in many Christian's vocabulary, where anything
goes, does not tally with the teachings of Paul & cuts no ice with with those who are truly walking in
Tabernacles. 1Co 5:8. CLV. ''So that we may be keeping the festival, not with old leaven, nor yet with the
leaven of evil and wickedness, but with unleavened sincerity and truth." I run across this poem the other
day.

A  BALANCE

All of the words of Jesus & Paul,
Caused men to grow & to stand very tall.

But many times in the words, that they often spoke,
At-times so severe it made them feel that they'd choke.

But remembering the lesson that for strong plants to grow,
There must be the sun, wind & rain, to endure the snow.  

 ''Wisdom is justified of her children.''

       Now I am of the opinion that if David the anointed one who God had set apart for the Throne was
with  us today, many of us would judge him after the flesh & put him out from us. Just think about some of
what David did. His contemporaries judged him, but not his true friends. I have news for us all, David is
with us now. When we mentioned in our last article 2 Sam 3:1. ''THERE WAS a long war between the
house of Saul and the house of David. But David grew stronger and stronger, and the house of Saul grew
weaker and weaker.'' We were not at all meaning one faction of people against another, as some may have
thought. The house of David is a type of our  Christ Identity, our true self.  But we must still remember,
though some would not like to think so, until David is pronounced King within us in truth, there is still
some of the Saul house or – lower or leavened way of thinking - still hanging about. We are not referring
to our eventual eternal experience or salvation, as that is already a forgone conclusion. We are referring to
our Son-ship..... Someone once said to me many years ago, the adversary will do one of two things, he will
either put his hand on your  chest & try to stop you or he will push you in the back & get you running so
fast until you trip & fall flat on your face. Now these days we might not quite agree with some of finer
points of the doctrinal issues, but the principal still applies.

      “All of my life, I've heard preachers ask the question, if you were put on trial for being a Christian,
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would there be enough evidence for you to be convicted?.....I  guess, now, I would ask, what do you
consider evidence? Is church-attendance, Bible-reading, world-NON-conforming, evidence? Or, is it the
fruit of the Spirit? I see two polar-...opposite ways of looking at it now.” John Flincher.

       “The tragedy is that our attention centres on what people are not, rather than on what they are and
who they might become.”  'Fran Dyer.'

The Resurrection of the Natural Body of Jesus, Concerning Us!

I was part of a discussion with a number of friends on the subject regarding our natural bodies & their
connection with the resurrection. On later meditating on this, I wish now to say that when Jesus rose from
the dead, we must understand that it is most significant that He first rose not in glorified body, but in His
natural body. I was asking God what was the significance to us & the thought 'first the natural then the
spiritual' came to me this I of course acknowledged within myself, but still could not see any real reason
why, other than what I was feeling. Then suddenly the words came to me. When the sons are manifested
first there will come a healing to all that are chosen & every last one with any ailments will be healed
completely, many will not receive this but no matter it will happen anyway. Suddenly I realised that these
were similar words that I had read in the articles of J.Preston Eby. Periodically perhaps every 12 months or
so he would pen very similar words as those above. 

      When Jesus rose from the dead in His natural body, as with all that He did it was most significant TO
US. When we are told that  we should  'follow in His steps'  there is  a spiritual  & natural  reason for
everything that He did. Now in what I am now going to say there are some things that I feel that I cannot
yet divulge for as I read recently that  [There is a time that truth can become error & that is when it is
given before its time.]  Now many that are reading these lines are a long way ahead of what you were at
one time, but it takes a profound work of God to bring us completely out of our  bound traditions  & so
what I am about to say, will I hope make you hungry that you personally will seek further. Also to my way
of thinking some very, very deep people in God are not yet ready to know the full truth. Why? Mind sets!
The body is a very necessary part of the transformation although many are saying that it is not. Now there
are some things in the future events that have not been touched on or even thought of yet by many, but it is
coming & at the right time it will then become truth to you. 

      2Co 3:18  ''But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed
into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord.''  Changed STRONGS #
G3339 μεταμορφοω metamorphoo met-am-or-fo'-o  From  G3326 and  G3445; to  transform (literally  or
figuratively  “metamorphose”):  -  change, transfigure, transform.......Before the butterfly emerged it
metamorphosed from that which it was. It first had to be a caterpillar. No caterpillar no butterfly!! The
butterfly emerged from; was made from, that form in which it pre-existed. This is the true meaning of the
word changed in the above text. There is one glory of the caterpillar but a far greater glory of the butterfly
& one was just as important as the other. In scientific discovery they have found that in the head of the
caterpillar is a certain mechanism that is set off at precisely the right time, it knows exactly when to trigger
off the whole procedure. Is this not a truly wonderful allegory as within us is the Head Christ which is
guiding the whole procedure, & He Christ is none other than our true self or identity.

      Phil. 3:21  ''Who shall change  our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body,
according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all things unto himself.'' STRONGS #  G3345
metaschēmatizō  met-askh-ay-mat-id'-zo  From  G3326 and  a  derivative  of  G4976;  to  transfigure or
disguise; figuratively to  apply (by accommodation): - transfer, transform (self). Now this Greek word is
related directly to the one directly below it. 

STRONGS # G3346 metatithema, met-at-ith'-ay-mee; from 3326 and 5087; to transfer, i.e. (lit) transport,
(by imp,) exchange, (reflex.) change sides, or (fig,) pervert:- carry over, change, remove, translate, turn.
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Now the reason I am quoting these is that the first 2 Cor 3:18 has the word metamotphose or a change,
transfigure, transform. Next in Phil. 3:21 we have the two Greek words, & to combine the meaning of
the two is:  transfigure, disguise, transfer, transform, transport, exchange, change sides, carry over,
change, remove, translate, turn.

1Co 15:51  ''Take notice! I tell you a mystery (a secret truth, an event decreed by the hidden purpose or
counsel of God). We shall not all fall asleep [in death], but we shall all be changed (transformed)'' 
G236 allassō al-las'-so From G243; to make different: - change.

      Now keeping in mind that Jesus first rose in His natural - not spiritual – body, let us with an open
mind, in the light of this take a close look at the following verse. 1Th 5:23b KJV. ''And the very God of
peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.'' Now the tendency of most in the past has been to fob off this
word body onto our spiritual body & whilst that may be true in part , I feel that we need to be very careful
in the light of what we are seeing here that we don't  fob off  more than we should. When Jesus took His
natural body into the presence of the higher realm of the Father, I am wondering what happened in that
spiritual metamorphosis. We need to think very pray-fully on these things. The final result of the caterpillar
was the butterfly, & the prayer of Paul was that the body was to be preserved blameless. Now I know that
this may not fit into some of our mind sets at the moment & I am not trying to be rude when I say that, but
as we proceed further ahead, we need not to despise process but keep an open mind & we will be amazed
at where we will finish in this wonderful enlarging revelation of the Manifestation of the Son's of  God.
Now immediately we will jump to conclusions & say what about uncle Frank or dear brother so & so, &
here  lies  one  of  our  mind-sets.  We must  realise  that  the  scripture is  referring only to  those who are
'preserved  blameless  unto the  coming  of our Lord Jesus Christ.' Here on this Terra Firm-a. The actual
physical body of our pattern Son Jesus was preserved blameless. WHY? Once again we are to follow 'in
His steps'.  Every son of God will have a perfect healed & healthy body 'blameless'  before the change.
Why? It is in the goodness of God & also, To fulfil the type. We shall be changed!! This does not mean
that we are saying that we have any advantage in any way over those that have gone on. We are extolling
the wonderful virtues that God has for us now as He is making ready His Sons, His Man-child here & now
in this earth.

 ''WE ARE NEW CREATURES IN A NEW CREATION. THERE IS NOT A DIFFERENT JESUS IN US THAN HE WHO DWELLS
IN HEAVEN. HE IS CHRIST WRAPPED IN GLORY IN HEAVEN; HE IS CHRIST WRAPPED IN OUR HUMAN FLESH ON

EARTH. IT IS HERE, IN THIS CARRYING OF THE ACTUAL PRESENCE OF CHRIST WITHIN US.''  Al Finch.   

I will leave you with this thought the change cannot happen the way most of our handed down theology
would have us understand. Especially if we are going to take 1.Thess 4:14-17. literally as so many try to.

1Th 4:14.KJV. ''For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus
will God bring with him. 15.  For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive
and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep. 16.  For the Lord Himself
shall descend from heaven with a shout,  with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God:
and the dead in Christ  shall  rise  first:  17.   Then we which are alive and remain shall  be caught  up
together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.'' 

The Kingdom of God on this Earth!

So many are promoting an escapism out from this planet & planning to leave God without a witness on
this earth & to leave mankind to it's own devices, such is far, very far from the plan of God. It is amazing
what the insidiousness of the doctrine of the handed down Church has believed & are still declaring in
many ways & means. The power of the unenlightened harlot word  has 'blinded the minds of those who
are as yet to be unveiled'. No my dear friends we do not need any special day of worship, for we are now
in  the  day of  the  Lord,  we do not  need  to  worry in  regards  to  the  eating  of  meat  nor  the  need  of
circumcision, prayer shawls or the  blowing of the Shofar or  tithing,  these things are nothing more than
deceived superstitions, & are not even in the Outer Court. If we have gone back to the old Israel practices
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then we have done just what Paul continually warned the then Church against; religious Old Testament
perceptions, not only adopting these things but even thinking that the Jewish religion is valid & for today
& are incorporating it into Christianity today. Oh what deception. Do not be deceived my good Christ-like
colleagues.  Col 2:14-18. CLV. ''Erasing the handwriting of the decrees against us, which was hostile to
us, and has taken it away out of the midst, nailing it to the cross, 15 stripping off the sovereignties and
authorities, with boldness He makes a show of them, triumphing over them in it." 16 Let no one, then,
be judging you in food or in drink or in the particulars of a festival, or of a new moon, or of sabbaths,
17 which are a shadow of those things which are impending - yet the body is the Christ's. 18 Let no one
be arbitrating against you, who wants, in humility and the ritual of the messengers, to parade what he
has seen, feigned-ly, puffed up by his fleshly mind,''

      If we are going to insist on one Law or precept we had better insist on them all. For instance for those
who insists  that  tithing  is  for  now,  it  is  not  once  mentioned  in  the  Epistles except  in  the  gospel  in
connection with the Pharisees. If we are insisting on being followers of Abraham we need to keep in mind
that he not only tithed, but kept the Sabbath day & was also circumcised. So if we wish to be followers
of Abraham we need to go all the way we cannot have one without the other. If we have to go to the book
of Malachi to put those of us under a curse  because we do not tithe then we need to be reminded that
'Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the Law.' As a matter of fact if we have to quote the O.T to try
to prove any of our beliefs & it cannot be found in the N.T. We are out of step with a true New Testament
experience. No my friends I am so glad that the Kingdom of God is - entos - within, & what's more within
each & every one of us,  NONE EXCLUDED. Oh I am so thankful for the revelation that the Kingdom
within is Christ's Kingdom & He sits within the Throne-room in us as our true self, our true identity & is
eternal. As we come to realise this - 'Only in proportion as we know the truth can it make us free.' - do
we begin to go within ourselves & then begin to realise that our true self is surely eternal & that the whole
earth is very soon  to be flooded with the miraculous power of a Christ in a Christ centred people who are
in their Christ identity now releasing people from the power of SATAN in the true sense of the word & that
we do not need any of the outer trappings of  DAMNABLE RELIGIOSITY which is clogging up the true
message within you, who & which is  standing in line  waiting for you to heed & to partake & is within
reach & every one of you. Acts 17:27. Our wonderful mighty God is surely doing a new thing, & we are
more fully realising, that the person who we thought we were is none other than the Antichrist, & the
person that we really are is 'Christ in you'. We are certainly looking forward to a wonderful opening out
this  year,  I  am convinced that  we will  be hearing of  the unusual  in  our midst in  these coming days.
Phillipians. 3:10. EST  ''That I may know him and the power of his resurrection, and may share his
sufferings, becoming like him in his death,'' 
Ps 8: 5.  LITV.  ''For You have made him lack a little from God; and have crowned him with glory and
honour.'' Paul in quoting the same verse in Hebrews in the ERV, tells us that it was for a short time, the
Amp states 'For some little time'  The GNB. Tells us.'You made them for a little while'
Heb 2:7. ERV.  ''For a short time you made him lower than the angels. You crowned him with glory and
honour.'' 'The short while' is now on the cusp of disappearing. Be encouraged all. The sons of God are
about to come into their own. Blessed be the wonderful Name of our God & Saviour even Jesus Christ.

Written by Ralph Knowles. Dec 2010 - Jan 2011.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com
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